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CHAPTER I – Portugal Expedition Race Overview  
Art. 1 Organization 

1.1 The Portugal Expedition Race, from here on named Portugal XPD Race, is part of the 2004 Series of the Expedition 
Racing League (ERL). The Portugal XPD Race will be held in the Portuguese provinces of Alentejo and Algarve from 
7 to 10 October 2004. The Raid is promoted by the Associação Portuguesa de Corridas de Aventura (Portuguese AR 
Association) and by the Federação Portuguesa de Orientação and will be organized by the UTL Aventura AR Club. 

  
1.2  The UTL Aventura AR Club contacts and address are: 

� UTL Aventura 
 Rua António Sérgio, nº12 
 2750-555 Cascais 
PORTUGAL 

� Fax.: +351 214 862 163  
� http://www.portugalxpdrace.com/ 
� E-mail: info@portugalxpdrace.com 

 
 
Art. 2 General principles 

1. The Portugal XPD Race is part of the Expedition Racing League and is a complementary event of the Portugal Eco 
Aventura Cup. 

 
2. The main goals of the Portugal XPD Race are the sustained development of adventure sports in the Portuguese 

Territory and the personal development of the racer, namely in the area of interpersonal relationship and 
environmental awareness. 

 
2.3 The Portugal XPD Race takes place under the following ethical principles: total respect for the environment, 

teamwork, assistance, respect for others and respect for private property. The disrespect of these principles will lead to 
the disqualification and legal liability of the team by any damages made. 

 
2.4 “Expedition Racing League” and “Portugal Eco Aventura” are registered trademarks of UTL Aventura. All rights 

reserved. 
 
2.5 The teams that enrolled in Portugal XPD Race must declare to have knowledge and accept the conditions of the 

present rules and regulations. 
 

2.6 Given the nature of the activities, racers are responsible for judging their technical and physical capacities, necessary 
to perform the race. Therefore, racers accept to free the organization of any legal liability in case of personal injury. 
The organizers of the Portugal XPD Race advise all racers enrolled to perform a full medical check-up prior to 
participating in the event. 

 
2.7 The present regulation can be corrected, modified or appended by the organizers, in which case full information will be 

passed on to all teams. To fully describe the Raid, its sections and activities, a specific Raid Book will be presented in the 
Race briefing and its contents will be mandatory, prevailing over the present Regulation. 

 
 
Art. 3 Principles of Outdoor Ethics  

3.1 The Portugal XPD Race will adopt the Leave no Trace general protocol for minimizing the environmental impact 
(www.lnt.org):  

1- Plan Ahead and Prepare 
2- Travel and Camp on Durable Surfaces 
3- Dispose of Waste Properly 
4- Leave What You Find 
5- Minimize Campfire Impacts 
6- Respect Wildlife 
7- Be Considerate of Other Visitors 

 
 

CHAPTER II – Competition model  
Art. 4 Portugal XPD Race characterization 

4.1 The Portugal XPD Race is an Expedition Race with 3 sections with a total length between the 350 and the 530 
kilometers. The race will be played non-stop with a maximum duration of about 80 hours.  

 
4.2 The route of Portugal XPD Race is defined by a set of check points (CP’s) which are divided into mandatory check 

points (MCP) and optional check points (OCP). The teams have to pass through all MCP’s in order to be classified and 
pass through as many as possible OCP’s in order to win. The approximate distance to accomplish all MCP’s will be 
around 350 km and to accomplish all CP’s will be around 530 km. 

 
4.3 Due to safety reasons the organization can impose time limits to access some CP’s. These time limits will be stated in the 

Raid Book or transmitted to the teams by other means.  
 

4.4 The organization will impose reasonable time limits to start a section or a subsection (cut-off times). If a team cannot 
comply with these time limits it will be disqualified.  
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4.5 In the briefing before the start of the race all the race layout and maps will be presented and all relevant documents and 
information will be handed out to the racers. The maps will indicate all the section CP’s, along with the section’s start 
and finish locations. 

 
4.6 All race information related to the sections and subsections (compulsory gear, time limits, means of progression, etc.) is 

specified in the Raid Book that will be handed out to the teams prior to race start. 
 

4.7 The Portugal XPD Race will be disputed in full autonomy. The teams will only have access to their assistance boxes and 
equipments in the end of the race sections and in the transition areas as stated in the Raid Book. The access to these 
materials and equipments can only be performed in the areas specified by the organization and all other attempts will be 
punished with disqualification. 

 
4.8 The race time for each team will be accounted from the race start to the crossing of the finish line. During the race the 

organization can neutralize teams according to the specifications in the Raid Book. The time spent in the neutralization 
will reduce the teams’ race time. However neutralizations will not modify race cut-off times for the star of the sections. 

 
 

4.9 The organization can mark in the maps out-of-bound areas. Progression in those areas will be forbidden and the penalty 
is to loose all CP’s gathered in that section. Sometime the teams will use public roads - when this happens teams must 
respect road traffic code, particularly traffic rules for bikers and pedestrians. 

 
4.10 Teams must progress according to the nature of the section/subsection using the corresponding sports techniques. In this 

way, land progression in the Portugal XPD Race will be done by foot, mountain bike, rollerblades and TRIKKES. Water 
progression will be done by swimming and kayaking. During the race and depending on the territory characteristics some 
additional activities will occur: Flying Fox, Rappel, Archery, etc. 

 
4.11 The level of expertise to conduct all the activities is low and does not require any certification: 

� Kayak sections will be done on molded polypropylene double kayaks. The course will take place in a water dam (calm 
waters) and in a river with current (tide effect); 

� Rope activities will use mountain ropes and stainless steel cables. These activities are done by all four team members 
and will help transposing natural obstacles. Some passages will be done carrying the mountain bike. 

� Archery will be done by all four team members. The team must hit a target placed 15 meters away at least one third of 
the maximum allowed scoring (if 30 points is the maximum the team must score at least 10 points). 

 
4.12 Teams that miss one MCP will be disqualified, however it can continue racing and will be ranked according with the 

number of MCP’s visited. 
 
4.13 Final standings will be ranked according to the number of CP’s (MCP’s+OCP’s) visited during the race time limits. The 

team who visited the larger number of CP’s in the lesser time will be designated the winner. In the case of tie the 
following criteria will be applied: 

• Lesser race time; 
• Larger number of performed activities (ex: Flying Fox, Rappels, etc.); Note: Some of the activities are 

optional CP’s. 
• Lottery draw. 

 
 
Art. 5 Registration 

5.1 The enrolment in Portugal XPD Race is made by completely filling in the registration form, available in the race’s 
webpage, and paying the corresponding fee. Enrolment is considered to be valid only after the delivery of the following 
documents: 

� Registration form (by  Internet or fax); 
� Proof of payment (by Internet or fax); 

The minimum number of teams is 10 (ten), otherwise the race will not take place. The maximum number of 
teams is 40 (forty). The priority is established according to payment date. 

 
5.2 The full enrolment fee per team is 1500� (one thousand five hundred euros). The final deadline for registration will be 

September 30th, 2004. Registration can close prior to this date in case the maximum number of teams is reached. 
 This fee can be reduced as follows: 

� Full fee until 15th of September: 1350� (one thousand three hundred and fifty euros); 
� Simple fee until 15th of September to teams currently involved in nationals AR Championships and with other 

particular conditions: 750� (seven hundred and fifty euros); 
The full fee in Portugal XPD Race includes: Accommodations for the nights of 5th (with reservation), 6th  and 10th  
October; Airport Transfers; Box (Assistance material) Transportation; Personal accidents insurance; Maps; 
Organization provided equipments (see article 14.1); Prize ceremony dinner. 

 
Payment of the enrolment fee must be made by bank deposit in the APCA - Associação Portuguesa de Corridas de 
Aventura account, in name of Luís Miguel Marques (APCA treasurer), in bank Nova Rede, with the NIB 0033 0000 
4521 4461106 05 . For international bank transfers the IBAN is PT50 0033 0000 4521 4461 1060 5 and the Swift 
code is BCOMPTPL .  

 
5.3 Changes in team name and members are allowed until September 30th 2004. 
 
5.4 Teams can withdraw from the race till 15 September. In that case they will be fully refunded after deduction of bank 

transfer expenses. After that date no refund will be given. 
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5.5 In case of overbooking, all deposits made are fully refundable to the teams which the organization cannot confirm its 
inscription. 

 
5.6 All teams must hand in a Term of Responsibility signed by all team members, confirming that they can swim and have 

no health problems which prevent them from doing physical exercises, acquitting UTL Aventura of responsibility for any 
damage, physical or moral, caused to themselves or others. This term will be handed out to the teams by UTL Aventura. 

 
5.7 Teams will be asked to provide a money guarantee, in cash or bank check, for the use of bib numbers, number plates, 

electronic control systems or any other material provided by the organization. This guarantee will be refunded at the end 
of the race if the materials provided remain in proper conditions. 

 
5.8 The organization will indicate in advance the time and place for the registration desk and equipment check up (only for 

compulsory equipment) at the race location.  
 

5.9 Teams with missing items of the compulsory equipment list will not be allowed to participate in race sections or 
activities in which those items are required. 

 
 
Art. 6 Teams 

6.1 Teams are made up of four persons (male and /or female). If any of the team members gives up during the race its 
replacement will not be allowed. In this case the team will be disqualified and the organization will decide if the 
remaining team members can continue the race. The four members must be present in all the sections and activities 
except when the Raid Book or the organizers state a different specific rule. 

 
6.2 The minimum age to enter the race is 18 (eighteen) years old. 

 
6.3 The Portugal XPD Race is mainly for mixed teams and their results will be accounted in Expedition Racing League 

Rankings (please refer to ERL Rules for 2004). However, in this edition of Portugal XPD Race the participation of male 
teams is allowed in a special ranking, named UTL Trophy. It will also be allowed the participation of newbie’s in AR in 
an extra-competition class, the APCA Cup. The spots available to this class depend on the number of unused spots of the 
Raid. 

 
6.4 The teams must appoint a leader, who will be responsible for all contacts with the organization. 
 
6.5 Teams will be identified by their name and number assigned by the organization (see Art.22). 
 
 

Art. 7 Assistance to the teams  
7.1 The assistance to the teams is their own responsibility, no external assistance is allowed except in the cases stated in the 

rules. 
 
7.2 The organization will be responsible for transporting the teams’ assistance boxes and equipments between the assistance 

sites. To this task the organization can receive the help of external agents (see Art. 7.5). 
 

7.3 The teams must organize their logistics (gear and food) in boxes or bags identified with the team name and number. The 
maximum allowed volumes by team are 10, they can be up to 300 liters and 50 kg each (the mountain bikes are included 
in this allowance). 

 
7.4 In the situations specified in the Raid-book the teams must hand over to the organization additional volumes with race 

gear to the intermediate transitions between the sub-sections.  
 

7.5 The teams can have up to two supporters or team reporters that must be accredited by the organization. These elements 
can help the organization in voluntary tasks but cannot in any circumstance assist their team (the penalty is under Art. 
13.3).  

 
7.6 The assistance provided by the local people is allowed, namely providing shelter, food or water; however no 

transportation is allowed for the team or its equipments. The team supporter or reporter is only allowed to have verbal 
contact with the racers. 

 
7.7 The location of the assistance areas will be revealed only at the race briefing. 
 

�

Art. 8  Race control systems. 
8.1 The organization will provide each racer with an electronic chip (SportIdent) in order to register which Checkpoints 

(CP) he visits. Its proper use is the racers’ own responsibility. 
 
8.2 The electronic chip must be handed to the organization at the end of each section (at the arrival), to be read and 

checked. The team captain must sign a registry sheet confirming the results and timings. 
 
8.3 In case of abandonment, the team must immediately hand over the electronic chips to the organization. 
 
8.4 The loss of the electronic chip during one section will lead to the loss of all CP’s in that section. At the beginning of 

next section, the organization will provide new ones to the team. 
 
8.5 The Raid Book will describe the specific procedures for the electronic control card (SporIdent). 
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Art. 9 Checkpoints. 

9.1 The checkpoints (CP’s) will be enumerated. Each CP will have a unique number during the entire race. 
 
9.2 The CP’s description will be written on the map according to the norms of the International Orienteering Federation. 

The CP’s position is marked on the terrain by an orange orienteering prism. 
 
9.3 The CP’s can have the presence of race officials or not. 

 
 
Art. 10 Departure and arrival check points. 

10.1 In each section the start and finish check points are mandatory. They will be properly marked on the maps and 
identified by the presence of a race official. 

 
10.2 As mentioned in rule 8.2, when completing a section all team members must present themselves to the race official 

and perform the electronic chip reading before proceeding to the assistance area. The penalty for incorrect procedure 
is the team disqualification.  

 
10.3 When a team wishes to start a section, all its members must go the corresponding race official. After that moment, 

return to the assistance area is forbidden. 
 
10.4 Each section and some subsections will have time limits imposed for maximum departure time. After that time teams 

who failed departure will be disqualified and transported to the start of the next section where they can continue the 
race, but in an extra-classification regime. 

 
 

10.5 Assistance areas are near the sections start/finish and will be signaled by the organization. Exceptionally, there may be 
transition areas (in order to exchange gear) during a stage, in which case it will be referred in the Raid Book. 

 
 

Art. 11 Withdrawals, abandonment, or accident situations. 
11.1 If a team chooses to withdraw from the race, should do it at the beginning or end of a stage, and communicate their 

decision to the organization. 
 
11.2 An injured athlete or one that suffered an accident cannot be abandoned by its teammates. In case he/she doesn’t make 

it to the end of the stage, the team must contact the organization in order to rescue the athlete. 
 
11.3 If a team becomes incomplete, it may participate in the Race in a extra-competition situation only if the specifically 

authorizes it. 
 
11.4 Teams running in an extra-competition situation have no priority in activities or gears and will have to wait, with no 

right to neutralization. These teams may also comply compulsory neutralizations or not be allowed to perform 
determined CP’s. 

 
 
Art. 12 Navigation and communications. 

12.1 All radio and satellite means of navigation (e.g. GPS) are strictly prohibited. Its use or possession will lead to team 
disqualification.  

 
12.2 Mobile communication devices can only be used in emergency situations and call only to the telephone numbers 

supplied by the organization. In this way, the team must provide an emergency cell phone that will remain 
disconnected inside a sealed container during the entire event. Violation of the container, except in case of an 
emergency, will lead to team disqualification in the event. 

 
 
Art. 13 Bonuses and penalties. 

13.1 The organization may apply bonuses or penalties to teams, according to duly justified and announced reasons. 
 
13.2 Bonuses are measured in time, and may result from: 

� Helping an injured team or team member, one that is danger during the event; 
� Other situations identified in the Raid-book. 

 
13.3 Beyond all other penalties provided in this Regulation, teams may be penalized due to: 

� Not carrying mandatory equipment to the stage as stated in the Raid-book: a CP will be deducted for each missing 
item; 

� Disobeying instructions provided by the organization: disqualification in the event; 
� Not using the racing bib or plaques in mountain bikes and Trikkes in a visible way during the event: CP deduction 

for each situation that is detected; 
� Not using safety gear (mountain bike helmet, lifejacket, etc): deduction of 3 CPs; 
� Team members progressing disconnected (not in line of view and communication). In this situation the team must 

regroup by the controller within 3 minutes (the halted elements may not go away to look for the other teammates). 
If the team doesn’t manage to regroup it will be penalized with a CP for every 5 minutes or fraction exceeding 3 
minutes; 

� Receiving assistance from supporting team inside assistance areas: 2 CPs deducted for each situation detected. 
� Receiving assistance from supporting team outside assistance areas: disqualification in the event. 
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� Moving in motorized vehicles, except in emergency situations to render support to injured athlete: disqualification 
in the event.  

� Possessing unnumbered food or drink containers will deduct a CP for each item found, and containers thrown away 
to the road/countryside will deduct 2 CP’s each. 

� Other penalties defined in the Raid-book. 
 

Art. 14 Equipment provided by the organization. 
14.1 Event organization will provide the following equipment, when necessary: 

� Collective equipment to transpose obstacles; ropes, steel cables, etc.; 
� Canoeing equipment (2 or 3 “sit-on-top” 2-seater kayaks, paddles and lifejackets); 
� Archery equipment (Bow, arrows and target); 
� 2 to 4 Trikkes 
� Other specific gear not mentioned in the mandatory team equipment. 

 
14.2 The organization will charge a bail for lending gear, according to Art. 5.7. If this gear becomes damaged, the 

organization may deduct the bail amount in order to replace/repair it. 
 
Art. 15 Mandatory Equipment. 

15.1 Permanent equipment per team on all stages: 
� Two compasses; 
� Two whistles; 
� A mobile cell phone, as referred in Art. 12.2; 
� First Aid Kit that must include: 

- Antiseptic solution (for dermic use); 
- Antibiotic cream or ointment; 
- Compresses, bandages, adhesive tape (for wound dressing); 
- Physiologic serum; 
- Oral rehydration; 
- Antidiarrhoeal; 
- Analgesic, anti-inflammatory, anti-pyretic tablets; 
- Anti-inflammatory (cream, ointment or gel); 
- Antihistamine (cream or gel). 

 
� Knife or pocket knife with safety and blade measuring 10 cms minimum. 
� Trash bag. 

 
15.2 Permanent equipment per athlete on all stages: 

� One backpack; 
� One survival blanket; 
� One hat, cap or similar gear; 
� One canteen or similar with a minimum 0,75 liter capacity; 
� One flashlight or headlamp that works 
� On flashing red light (e.g. rear bike light) 
� Polar jacket or similar 
� Windstopper jacket 

 
15.3 Teams must also carry with them the following non permanent mandatory equipment referred below. This 

equipment must be transported in the stages appointed in the Raid-Book: 
� 4 mountain bikes (MTB)  
� 4 front lights 
� 4 mountain bike helmets (approved model); 
� 2 mountan bike repairing kits; 
� 4 mountain bike gloves or similar 
� 4 arnesses (climbing approved model)  
� 12 locking carabiners 
� 4 “longe” made of climbing rope (min. 6 mm in diameter) or other self-securing shock absorbing system 
� 4 stitched slings with at least 1,5 meters in diameter 
� 4 classic descenders type 8 or similar; 
� 4 waterproof bags (minimum 10 lt each); 
� 0 or 2 pairs of inline skates 
� 4 pairs of kneepads for inline skates 

 
Art. 16 Recommended Equipment: 

16.1 Collective: 
� One cyclometer; 
� One MTB map holder; 
� One watch with stopwatch;  
� One tent or similar for sleeping. 
� To complete the first aid kit, it also has to include: 

- Extra items to supply the kit; 
- Antihistamine tablets; 
- Anti-inflammatory tablets; 
- Energetic supply with rapid absorption; 

CHAPTER III – Equipment 
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- Sunscreen; 
- Vaseline; 
- Scissor; 
- Tweezers; 

Recommended for international teams: 
- Water purification tablets  

 
16.2 Individual: 

� Whole body fitting clothes and shoes; 
� Sleeping-bag and floor mat; 
� Replacement batteries 
� Inline skating protecting pads (hands and elbows).�
 

16.2 Teams may use their own paddles and lifejackets. These equipments must be identified and delivered to the 
organization when the team registers in the event (is accredited). 

 

CHAPTER IV – Ranking and Prizes 
Art. 17 Race Overall Ranking. 

17.1 The Race overall ranking will be obtained by category (Ranking ERL(mixed teams), UTL Trophy (male teams) and 
APCA Cup) applying the rule presented in Art. 4.13. 

 
17.2 The preliminary ranking will be prepared by the organizers and sanctioned by the technical jury in their meeting after 

the race closure and the prize giving ceremony. These preliminary standings will be used for the prize giving 
ceremony.  

 
17.3 The preliminary ranking will be considered effective after been resolved all protests according with Art. 18 and 

published the final decisions of the jury. After that date the prizes awarded will be considered definitive. 
 
Art. 18 Protests.  

18.1 All teams can protest any incident related with the race - they must do it in writing at the end of the corresponding 
section and hand it to the race officials present at the end of the sections. 

 
18.2 The organization must reply to these protests by publishing a written note. The teams may appeal from these decisions 

to the technical jury in writing. 
 
18.3 The teams can also protest the preliminary standings three days after being publish in the Race web site. In this case 

the protest must be sent by email or facsimile. 
 
18.4 The technical jury will decide on the appeals referred in 18.2 and on protests mentioned in 18.3 . 

 
Art. 19 Technical jury 

19.1 The technical jury�composition must be formed and announced before the race start.  
 
19.2 The technical jury�is composed of four elements: 

� The Race Supervisor appointed by the Associação Portuguesa de Corridas de Aventura – who will 
conduct the meetings and is entitled to vote; 

� Race Director or Technical Director – will participate in the meetings but is not entitled to vote; 
� Two racers – with recognized past experience and from different teams. 

The appointed racers can only renounce the duty due to reasonable incapacity. 
 
19.3 Two reserve racers will also be appointed to participate in the technical jury in all the cases that involve the teams of 

the effective members of the jury. The decisions of the jury about factual maters will be mandatory to the organizers 
and racers and from them there is no further appeal possible. 

 
Art. 20 Prizes. 

20.1 Trophies will be awarded to: 
� The first five teams racing in the ERL Ranking. 
� The three first male teams racing for UTL Trophy. 
� To the best team of APCA Cup.  
� To the best local team (team representing one of the municipalities visited by the race) 

 
20.2 Local souvenirs and gifts will be given to all participants.  
20.3 Other prizes will be awarded according to sponsors gathered for the race. The nature of the prizes will be announced 

to the teams by the site or race newsletters. 
 

CAPÍTULO V – Insurance 
Art. 21 Personal injury insurance 

21.1 All participants subscribe, in the enrollment act, an insurance that protects them against personal injuries inflicted during 
the sport activities in Portugal XPD Race, with the following maximum limits: 

� Death or permanent incapacity: 49 879,79 Eur; 
� Treatment expenses: 4 987,98 Eur. 

 
21.2 The insurance does not cover traffic accidents, even if they occur in the race sectors; 
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21.3 The insurance fee is included in the inscription fee. 
 

CAPÍTULO VI – Sponsoring and Media 
Art. 22 Sponsoring 

22.1 The team name and associated sponsors can not exceed 40 characters to all purposes. The organization can refuse a 
designation considered provocative or if it doesn’t respect the spirit of the competition. 

 
22.2 The teams present in the race must wear race bibs and number plates always visible. In other areas of the body and 

equipments the teams cam post references to their own sponsors (ex: head caps, backpacks, MTB and TRIKKE, etc.). 
 
22.3 It is strictly prohibited during the race and in all public acts the distribution, posting or projection of any unauthorized 

publicity materials.The incurring teams will be disqualified.  
 
 
Art. 23 Media 

23.1 All image capture, edition and diffusion rights of the Portugal XPD Race are reserved. The organizers reserve the 
right to use and distribute the images of the event, with commercial or promotional usage. Teams enrolled are allowed 
to pick images of the race but only for private use or for publication in the team webpage. The distribution of media 
material, even by teams, must be previously authorized by Associação Portuguesa de Corridas de Aventura. 

 
23.2  All national or international media organizations who want to cover the event must have a permit and coordinate with 

Clube de Praticantes UTL Aventura. 
 

CAPÍTULO VII – Final remarks  
Art. 25 Omissions 

25.1 Any omission in the present Rules, related with the sport disciplines involved will be solved by the current rules for 
the discipline in Portugal; 

25.2 The omissions in these rules will be solved by the technical jury and necessarily publicized. 
 

Art. 26 Value of the present rules and regulations 
26.1 These rules will be valid from August, the 1st, 2004, only in the event mentioned in the Article 1 and will be 

extinguished after the conclusion of all the procedures of the event or in December, 31st, 2004. However it can be 
amended or refilled by UTL Aventura before October, the 6th, 2004 with the agreement of APCA and dully 
communicated to teams. 

 
. 


